NOTE ON THE PRONUNCIATION OF TRANSLITERATED WORDS IN
BENGALI LANGUAGE

a  Sounds like â in come.
A  Sounds like a in far.
I  Sounds like i in kin.
E  Sounds like ee in feel.
U  Sounds like u in full.
O  Sounds like oo in cool.
Ri may be pronounced as ri.
E  sounds like e in bed.
O  sounds like o in note.
S may be pronounced as s in subi.
Ch Sounds like ch in church
N may be pronounced like n
N (palatal) is like French gn and may be pronounced like n.
P (lingual) may be pronounced like r.
T and D are hard like t and d in English
T and D are soft as in French th and dh.
S (palatal sibilent) may be pronounced almost like sh.
Sh (lingual sibilent) sounds like sh in shine.

Such of the remaining consonants as appear in the transliteration sound as in English.
Kh, Ch, Cch, Jh, Th, Dh, Th, Dh, Ph, Bh, are the simple sounds plus an aspiration.
M stands for (anuswara) and sounds like ng, ring.
N stands for : (visarga)